Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense and is spelled correctly. Write the correct word in the blank space.

1. Geordie and Jack met on the ________________ before lunch.
   plazza     plaza     cafeteria     flotilla

2. My best friend and I have been through a lot together; we are ________________.
   renegades     barracudas     comrades

3. My dog Bo is a type of ________________.
   bronco     pinto     spaniel

4. We went to see the ________________ at the seaport.
   galleons     gallons     galeons

5. Ellie is planning a ________________ for the Fourth of July.
   barbecu     barbecue     barrbecue

6. My dad is a soccer ________________.
   aficionado     aficionaddo     aficionado